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"Nabo: The Black Man Who Made the Angels Wait," first published in 1951, 
seems because of its setting and its subject matter to represent an anomaly in the 
work of Colombian author Gabriel Garcia Marquez. The story of a negro servant 
and his white masters is set presumably in the Faulknerian atmosphere of the 
Southern United States, during the early twentieth century, and several critical 
studies have pointed out this story's atypical focus on a foreign reality.1 In fact, 
however, the unique setting of "Nabo" serves merely as a backdrop for a more im-
portant exploration of individual, subjective, interiorized realities, for an explo-
ration of the solitude and lack of communication which form the base of the au-
thor's mature fiction. Much of this later fiction adopts an objective narrative 
stance; because of that more distanced narrative focus, the characters are seldom 
seen from within, and thus a central issue of the texts, the characters' apparently 
self-imposed solitude and inability to communicate, is never fully decipherable. On 
the other hand, the types of self-enclosure and isolation found in the early writ-
ings, because they are narrated either in the first person or via an interiorized 
perspective, reveal the characters' power to create or maintain their own reality, 
and then that reality's imprisoning power over them. These concepts are not dis-
carded in the later writing of such works as One Hundred Years of Solitude 
(1967), but rather remain as implicit assumptions which can best be understood in 
light of the earlier fiction.2 
"Nabo: The Black Man Who Made the Angels Wait" is the most technically in-
tricate and successful story of this early phase. Significantly, contradicting the ac-
cepted chronology provided by most studies of this period of literary production, 
the comprehensive collection of Garcia Mârquez's early work compiled by 
Jacques Gilard reveals that "Nabo" was in fact the latest-published story of the 
collection (March 1951),-3 by that time, Garcia Marquez was already moving 
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away from the strong Kafkaesque elements of the earliest stories—in which the 
supernatural events tend to be frightening and often nightmarish4—and towards 
what will be a more characteristic exploration of the themes of isolation and soli-
tude. 
The story, told through various narrative voices and a disrupted chronology, 
describes the life of a young black servant who is hired to groom the horses, but 
who also sings and cares for a "mute girl" (who in fact seems severely retarded, 
since she is also described as "the little dead and lonely girl who listened to the 
gramophone looking coldly at the wall until we lifted her out of the chair and took 
her to her room"5); Nabo is instructed to sing to her and to wind the gramophone. 
On Saturdays Nabo is in the habit of going to the town square to hear a black 
saxophonist, who one day disappears without warning. After Nabo is injured by 
a horse while brushing its tail, and is then locked in a room and fed like an animal 
for fifteen years, the saxophone player appears repeatedly to him, revealing that 
he is an angel who invites Nabo to join the chorus. Thus, levels of existence and 
spheres of action work alongside or against each other from the beginning. 
The reality of each individual character is clearly denied to the others. For 
example, the "mute girl" by the end of the story is thirty years old but is still re-
ferred to as a girl: "She hadn't grown, she was over thirty and was beginning to 
get sad in her eyelids" (74). She resides in the "world of the living room," ignored 
but protected, while Nabo is tied up and locked in a hay-filled room; the only sign 
that he is alive is an empty plate that appears from beneath the door three times a 
day; in the words of the narrator/character, "we weren't cold-blooded enough to 
kill him in any other way" (73). This narrator/character coexists with both of 
these worlds, but penetrates into neither; he ignores the servant, and says dispas-
sionately that once hè gave up hope for the recovery of the girl, "she ceased to pain 
us" (71). 
This type of juxtaposition is not new to Garcia Mârquez's fiction; what sep-
arates this story from the previous ones is the narrative strategy which reinforces 
this idea. The story is told in two distinct narrative voices—one an omniscient 
narrator who reveals the thoughts and actions of Nabo and the words of the an-
gel, and the other a character, presumably a resident of the house, who always 
speaks in the first-person plural. The use of the "we" narrative voice, indicating an 
indistinct individuality, also appears in two other short stories of this collec-
tion.6 Here, its effect is to exculpate the narrator from any blame for the treatment 
either of Nabo or of the girl, to show that his assumptions about them are also col-
lective and therefore more objective assumptions. This narrator does not appear 
until one-third of the way through the story; by that time, the reader is accustomed 
to the unannounced narrative shifts from the present (fifteen years after the acci-
dent) to the past, which recounts both the accident itself and details of Nabo's life 
before that. 
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Generally these narrative articulations are not even marked by paragraph 
breaks, but rather blend smoothly into one another; regularly alternating segments 
depict the present and relate different episodes from the past. Only by mentally re-
arranging these fragments can the reader identify the girl's grasp of reality, 
Nabo's own view of his life, and the perspective of the angel consistently prod-
ding Nabo from his stupor. The appearance of the "we" narrator provides the 
longest uninterrupted segment of narration, and forms the central third of the 
story; he chronologically recapitulates the events mentioned earlier, and since he 
lives outside the worlds of both Nabo and the girl, it may be said that he presents 
the "real" perspective, the external and objectively accurate one. 
As Vargas Llosa explains in his analysis of the story, this question of the def-
inition of reality lies at the center of the story's interpretation. For example, he 
discusses as follows the issue of the objective reality of Nabo's angel-friend: "The 
specter of the dead saxophone player... could simply be a hallucination occurring 
in the mind of the protagonist, in which case that part of the story would be taking 
place on a 'subjective' plane within an 'objective' reality. But there is another 
possibility, namely that the dead saxophone player i s . . . not a mental vision but a 
miraculous or fantastic being. If this is indeed the case, then the present portion of 
the story is occurring within a subjective reality, and the events narrated by this 
tale are no longer objectively real, but part of an 'imaginary' reality."7 In these 
terms, the latter interpretation links this story to the mature fiction of Garcfa 
Marquez, while the former looks back to the psychological emphasis of his early 
short stories. 
In fact, the entire story functions on these separate planes of reality, with no 
implication that any characters' experiences are mere mental projections of other 
characters; the child, the saxophone player, Nabo, and the collective narrator live 
in separate worlds, adjacent and equal to that of the others. Nabo is the only 
character who manages to belong at some time to each of the worlds represented in 
the text, although significantly his shifts between them are always unconscious. 
When he belonged to the world of the white men, he had to reconcile his role as 
stable boy with two other strong attractions: one towards the mute girl, and the 
other towards the black saxophone player. Both of these worlds extended tempo-
rary bridges to Nabo, offering him partial respite and carrying him into other 
physical spheres as well—the parlor and the park. The common element of music 
ties together the three worlds, since Nabo also sang while brushing the horses. 
Both the child and the musician felt his presence: his name was the only word the 
girl ever uttered, and the saxophone player reveals later that during his park con-
certs "I never saw you, but later on, when I stopped coming, I felt as if someone had 
stopped watching me on Saturdays" (73). However, Nabo was completely un-
aware of his effect on either the musician or the child; when the collective narra-
tor expresses surprise at the girl's new-found ability to wind the gramophone her-
self, the only action of which she has ever been capable, Nabo merely shrugs his 
shoulders and says: "She's been winding it for a long time now" (72). 
After his accident, Nabo is separated from these two concrete worlds both 
physically and mentally, but two other worlds continue to struggle for dominance: 
' Vargas Llosa 458. 
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the life of idiocy, which he now seems to share, and the angelic chorus to which he 
has been invited; notably, these two realities are represented by the same two 
characters, the aging girl and the presumably dead saxophone player. Nabo never 
embraces either one, but rather clings to the life he has left behind: he insists that 
the fifteen years have not passed, and that he must resume his duties in the stable. 
The story understates all of Nabo's movements between worlds; the disruption of 
chronological sequence in the narration makes Nabo's uniqueness in this respect 
even more difficult to perceive. In terms of narrative stance, the omniscient narra-
tor shows no surprise at any events, while the collective narrator lacks any in-
sight at all into Nabo's character. The difference of attitude between the two nar-
rative voices is most clearly seen in the descriptions of Nabo; while the omniscient 
narrator relates Nabo's coherent, if simple, movements and conversations, for the 
narrator/character the servant has ceased to be anything more than a brutish an-
imal: "we'd locked him up as if he were a horse, as if the kick had passed the slug-
gishness on to him and encrusted on his forehead was all the stupidity of horses: 
animalness" (73). 
As noted above, the leitmotif of music is the element connecting Nabo to the 
realities of other characters; it proves significant that the collective narrator re-
veals a complete insensitivity to Nabo's gift of singing, the very gift which makes 
the angels seek him out for their chorus. The collective narrative voice states mat-
ter-of-factly: "Nabo said that he could sing. But that didn't interest anyone. What 
we needed was a boy to curry the horses" (71). Thus, the presumably objective 
narrator possesses less insight even than Nabo, and reveals himself to be impervi-
ous to the only possible means of communicating with the other characters. It then 
becomes ironic that he speaks with a plural voice, implying solidarity when in 
fact it is he—or they—who is isolated from the worlds of Nabo, the mute girl, and 
the saxophone player. Thus what the reader has come to accept as objective real-
ity proves to be limited in both scope and depth. 
As Mary Kilmer-Tchalekian has noted, "Nabo" marks the literary beginning 
of Carcfa Mârquez's experimentation with the relativity of time.8 This relativity 
reinforces the concept of separate worlds; for the angel, "centuries" have passed 
since the accident; the collective narrator states that fifteen years have passed; but 
for Nabo and the girl, no time seems to have passed at all. These juxtapositions of 
conceptions of time reinforce the spatial separations of the story, and emphasize 
again the gaps between the worlds of the characters. The blurring of distinctions 
between objective and subjective realities is furthered by the fact that, like Nabo, 
neither the omniscient nor the collective narrator perceives any ambiguity at all; 
they never doubt their possession of complete "truth." For example, regarding the 
above-mentioned issue of the real existence of the angel, there are no indications 
from the objective narrator that that character is any less real than are Nabo and 
the child. In fact, the narrator distinguishes between the first appearance of the 
angel and Nabo's still-rational mental hypotheses; he says that when Nabo heard 
the voice he "must have imagined that the animals were somewhere in the 
darkness" (68), and then that he "imagined that the person speaking to him was 
doing it from outside the stable, because the door was closed from the inside and 
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barred" (68-69). These reasonable doubts, and final acceptance, lend credibility to 
Nabo's sanity; the careful reader must then doubt that the angel is a mere 
hallucination, in spite of the fact that Nabo did seem to hallucinate immediately 
following the original accident. This element of the story's structure, leaving the 
interpretation to the reader rather than allowing the characters to pose the 
questions explicitly, marks a significant shift away from the earlier fiction and 
towards the impassive narrative style of Garcia Mârquez's later work. 
The final third of the story contains the crescendo towards the dramatic and 
explosive ending. Thus far, no action at all has occurred in the present, with the 
exception of the dialogue between Nabo and the angel. Since the accident, there 
has been no physical or verbal contact between Nabo and the world outside his 
door. But the day after someone opens the door to see if he is still alive, the angel, 
tired of waiting for the servant to join him, performs the physical act of opening 
the door of Nabo's room to set him free. As he runs instinctively towards his fa-
miliar world of the stable, "like a blindfolded horse" (76) and then "like a blind-
folded bull" (77), Nabo also reaches one last time into the consciousness of the 
now-adult "girl," for as she sees him run by she utters the final words of the story; 
"without moving from the chair, without moving her mouth but twirling the crank 
of the gramophone in the air, [she] remembered the only word she had ever learned 
to say in her life, and she shouted it from the living room: 'Nabo! Nabo!'" (77). 
The style of this final paragraph, a single sentence which pours out like a tor-
rent for two pages, reflects the tumbling and confused consciousness of the protag-
onist, as his worlds collide. At that moment, he unites physically as well as men-
tally all of the worlds or realities presented in the story: he runs through his own 
room, through the house presumably inhabited by the narrator, past the room of 
the mute girl, and towards the stable. Ironically, this climactic moment also repre-
sents Nabo's breaking point, as he falls into the stable, "on his face, in his death 
agony perhaps, but still confused by that fierce animalness that a half-second be-
fore had prevented him from hearing the girl" (77). Thus the story ends on a note of 
complete solitude, as Nabo and the idiot are separated for the last time. 
In spite of this moment of final degradation, Nabo remains the character who 
could move freely among these closed worlds, by means of a kind of unconscious 
or innate sensitivity which made him perceive more, but perhaps understand less, 
than did the other characters. While these moments of the fusion of subjective real-
ities employ narrative techniques far more obtrusive than those of One Hundred 
Years of Solitude, it is clear that these concepts find resonance in the later novel, in 
that most characters possess only a partial awareness of the total reality that 
surrounds them; in his moment of awareness, the last Buendia finds only death for 
himself and his entire family line, as it seems that complete awareness lies just be-
yond the grasp of Garcfa Mârquez's characters. Yet it is only in this early fiction 
that the reader is permitted to examine the consciousness of the characters them-
selves, to understand the individual elements which may compose the collective 
world of Macondo. 
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